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In this article vve introduce the formulation of number 
for motives and a result on the case of CM curves. 
§ L Int:roduction 
The of L-functions attached to r.notives over number fields has been studied 
many authors for a 
values of L-functions and 
, it is well-known that the 
it is 
of certain arithmetic groups. For example, Dirichlet's class number 
relation between the residue of Dedekin.d zeta function for a number field K at s 
and the order ideal class group of 1{. Moreover, Birch 
.cv<~'-'-'·'"'F- term of the 
for s = 1 and the order of group for E. 
formulated Bloch and Ka.to (3] describes the 
expansions at zero of L-functions of pure Chow motives with 
over number fields in terms of maps motivic ""-''H'HLLVJ"-'''<"" 
and etale and Perrin-.Riou and Kato refor-
mulated and extended the conjecture to motives with commutative 
coefficients using the determinant functor of Knudsen and Mumford . This conjec-
ture is a generalization of Dirichlet's class nmnbe:r formula and Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture. Moreover Burns and Flach [5] formulated the version of 
number for a Chow motives over number fields with the action 
of a semisimple finite dimensional Q-al.gebra. For the number 
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there are some results. Burns and Greither [6] proved the Tam-
agawa number all abelian extension of()) for the £-values at any 1n1~e"'c'"'r 
points. Huber and Kings [15] gave independently a proof of a weaker version in the 
sa:me case. Recently Bley [2] and Johnson [16] considered the case of abelian extension 
of fields. For another case, Kings proved a weak version of Tam-
agawa number conjecture for CM curves in the non-critical situation. In this 
article we introduce the Tamagawa number conjecture for 
version the result For the 
the result of this article to Heeke characters, see [7]. 
§ 2. Dete:rn:dnant functor 
In this section we review some facts on the determ5nant functor of Knudsen and 
Mumford [21], For any comn1utative let P(R) denote the 
generated .l1-111odules its subcategory of 1S()m,orpl1llSJcns 
graded invertible R-module is a 
rank 1) R-module L and a 
~u!ml.""''·"·>'> of an invertible 
A homornorphism h : (L, --+ invertible modules is a homo-
of R-modules h : L --+ Af such that the localization is equal to 0 for all 




For a finitely 




R-module P we define 




invertible so a functor (P(R),is) -> Inv(R). For 
of finitely generated R-modules P" we define 
M I l)i+l 
DetR(P") = \01 Detk-
iE'Z 
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Furthermore we set Det[/ = DetR(P(>)-1 . 
We write D(R) for the derived category of the of bounded 
complexes of and for the full of perfect 
complexes of R-modules. (R) be the subcategory of VP(R) in which the·"'""""''"" 
are the same but the 
R is reduced. Then the 
in such way that for every distinguished 
functorial isomorphism in 
--+ Ill 
(R) -+ Inv(R) 
there is a 
For R-module X, if to then we say that X is perfect. 
vve define DetR(X) := for any such X. If a complex C is bounded and 
each cohomology module is perfect, then C to and there is a canonical 
If Cis then there is a canonical 
DetnC ~ 0). 
Let G be any finite abelian group. l<or any commutative 
for the Z-linear involution of the group Z[G] which for each 
g E G. If)( is any cornplex of Z[G]-modules, then we write 
with to the 
we set X* 
with the generated 
Z[G]-module (resp. of 'DP(Z[G])), then so is X*. \iVe recall that for any Z[G]-
module X one has a canonical X* ~ Homz[G] , Z[G])#, and that this 
induces that for each X of 1JP(Z[G]) a canonical isomorphism in lnv(Z[ G]) 
D V* ''' etz[G]"'~ = 
§ 3. £-functions and 1'/lotl.vic cohomology 
Let l'vf = (X, 11, r) be a pure m.otive over a number field K, where X is a 
smooth projective variety over K, 1r is a projector in CHdimX (X x X) and r is a rational 
For a I! let be the E-adie realization of the motive M. ·we consider 
the £-adic Galois representation 
PM,e: Gal(Q/Q)-+ 
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Let A be a semisimple, commutative, finite dimensional Q-algebra. Assume that A. acts 
on A1. For a finite place v satisfying that v f £, we define 
s) := DetA.(l- :Frobv · 
w·here Iv is the inertia group. If = e, we define 
,s) := ), 
where is group, rp is the absolute Frobenius and Ku,o is the 
unramified closure of Qp in that Pv , s) 1s ''"''"'"'"'~--''···-'"''·"~''" 
is known f:::>r if M has reduction at v and if /i = Q. 
L-function s) 
s) :=="[I Pv , s). 
v 
Then it is continuation 
+-·o•• 
at a = 0 defines x and . The 
number describes these quantities. 
To formulate the number we recall some notations related 




... i hm.n \ ~ Q9 
@ Q EB EB 7r*'(Ki(X)@ 
iEZji-:f.O 
mixed motives over K, the motivic 
(Q, J.VI) 
(Q,M). 
Denote the of 1\;f w. we define the finite 
rnotivic cohomology (}vi) as follows: If w f. 1, we 
of 
where X is a regular, proper flat model of X (the existence of such model is still 
conjectural in generaL) and , Q(r)) = (K-w ® (r) 
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If w = 1, we 
It is 
Example 3.L (1) For a number field L we set M 
have 
=0, 
F'or lVI = (1) we have 
In forM= (j f. 0, 1) we have 
therefore these spaces are 
Let X be a smooth 
dim.ensionaL 
H9 = CQl, HJ~ J 
18l 
( ·1 ) 'we 1~ "-ve' 
- '1.' J.lG• 




§ 4. The number conjechJli'e 
201 
Then we 
@ CC induces the period map 
We say that 1\1[ is critical if this happens to be an 
Conjecture 4.1 Fontaine /Perrin-Riou), There is an exact 
sequence as :=A@ 
(1))@ JR)*-+ 0. 
Where c1 is the map, h is a height and r·eg is the Beilinson's map. 
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\li/e define the fundamental line S(AM) which is a one dimension Q-vector space 
:=DetA (Hj(M)) ® 




is the scalar extensio11 A to 





to the statement 
12) 
E 











Fil0 £ =p, 
where Gp is the Galois group of the maximal unramified extension outside p of Q. 
This cohomology is concentrated in degrees 0, 1, 2, 3. Then we have a canonical map 
Rr t(Qp, Me) -+ Rr(Qp, , so define the complex by the cone 
Rr11 [-1], 
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Therefore we have a distinguished 
Let /) be a finite set of 
:= Cone[Rr(Z[l/8], -+ ffiRr(Qp, 
pE8 
we set 






By the octahedral vve have a 
pES 
there is a all 
determines all cohomology grm1ps of 
an 
using 1). Let 2t c;;:: be any &order 
f_ there := Ql. ® m 




that for any prime 
IfNf=NP® 
Galois group G then there exists a GQ-stable projective Ze[G]-lattice in 
can fo:rrnulate the Tamagawa number conjecture. 
Now we 
Conjecture 4.4 (Integrality, equivariant Tamagawa number 
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This is equivalent to the statement that the composite isomorphism 
is the scalar extension 
The Tamagawa number conjecture determines the value L" E up to ~and 
of Dirichlet's class 
§[d. Abelian extensions of Q 
A f\mdamental example of the 
number formula. 
number 
the Dedekind ;:eta K. Then we have 
real where T1 
K, f[ and tv I{ is the 
The class number formula. is 
nmnber is Dirichlet's class 
Let K be a rwmber field and 
WK 
is the claBs 
for 
the motive !YI = Z. For Tate motives of an abelian exten-
the Tamagawa number 
Theorem 5,2 (Bu:ms-Greither [6], Flach Let F jQ be an abelian e:tten-
sian with group G = Gal(F/Q). We set NI h0(Spec (F)) j E Z, 
21 = Then for· any nuTnber .e the an?,a,[m·wn number con.fectttTe 
for M holds. 
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From this ;,ve have the 
Theorem 5,~i [15], Co homological Lichtenbaum Let 
K be an abel-ian e:r:tetwion the the expansion 
the Dedekind zeta the Beilinson's 
where '~ means thai; the both sides are the sarne up to powers 2 --1. 
To prove Theorem it is to show the case for j ::; 0 
the of the L~function. For 
::; 0 Burns and Greither deduced this theorem from the 
and the result the 1mage of Beilinson's element under the 
Huber and Wildeshaus (j < 0). 
§ 5.2. Abelian extensions of imaginary quadratic fields 
the case of Tate motives of abelian exten-
'Theorem 5.4 Lei; K 





an abelian extension 
the 
2l = Z[Gal(F I K)]. 
Let K be an 
with r 
We set M = 
JYI holds. 
§ 5,3. crv:I elliptic curves amd Heckt: characters 
For CM elliptic curves, the non-critical case of version the 
number conjecture was proved Kings. 
Theorem. 5.6 (Kings [20]). Let K ·with class 
nurnber one, E I K an wrve with 
with r;?.: 2. We the conductor 
be a = 0. The /!-part 
(a weak version, of) the number conjecture JJ![ holds. 
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Vve will consider the version of this result from the next section. We 
remark that Bars [1] extended Kings' result to so:me cases of Heeke characters higher 
weights. For critical case of the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture for CM 
curves, Flach showed the result~ 
Theormn 5. 7 (Flach 






E lo K, It? = 
EndK(A). Suppose 
Let A= ResF/K 
to K Set 
j: 0 and the rnain 
{We will th·is 
number conjectnre for 1\1. 
t1elds with class nurnber one, 
in critical cases. 
§ 5.4, Modular forms 
following result for the cases of motives associated to 
newforms which was constructed by ScholL 
Theorem 5,8 
5) be a 
He carried out the 
the regulator map and the 
[H]). Let f = ~ 2, N ~ 
~Fe set 1\II 
l 
weak veTsion 
of the image of the Beilinson-Kato element under 
class map, 
For the adjoint :motives of modular forms, Diamond-Flach-Guo following 
case, 
Theorem 5,9 (Diamond-Flach-Guo [10]). Letf = 2:::~:, an(f)q'' E Sk(f1(N)), 
(!~ ?:: 2) be a place above g does not divide We set 
JYI = Ad0 . Ass·urne that the mod >. G F -representation 
is absohde where F is the quadmtic subfield of Q( (£). Then the A-part 
the Tamagawa nnrnbeT conjectnTe for M holds. 
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\Ve remark that their proof is different from the examples as it is not 
curve over K with 
Let cp = 1p E : -+ 
£--function 1p E by 
The LA'unction. of 
where 
or an Iwasawa main conjecture. They use the Taylor-
fo:r CM elliptic curves 
Held with class number one. and E an elliptic 
''-"·"'··'""·'v" by OK· V.le denote by f the conductor of E. 
associated to E, then we defl.ne the 
s) := 11 (1-
p:pri.me 
s) satisfies 
L(E/K,s) = 8 ), 
s) := n(l- a\:1 
,. ~~~ 1" + II (1- ap(E)Np-st-1 
Plf 
is the IAunction of EjK. Let F be an abelian extension of K. We A= K[G] =) 
Ql = , ·where G = For any Dirichlet character x from G to IC x we 
write 'Px = x · cp. Let be the motive associated to grossencharacter cp over 1{. 
The £-function of is defined by 
,s) := 
For any positive integer r we have ords=-r·L( if'x, s) = 1 the fi.mctional 
Then we consider the Tamagawa number conjecture for the L-value 
where M = 
ResF/K Ep. 
-r)) -- E :;:EG 
put E'p = ExKSpecF and let A be the Neron model of 
part of motivic is given by 
Deninger constructed a rank one A-subspace H}(lVI)constr in H}(l\lf). (The space 
Hj(.l\.·f)constr is by an element eras an A-module. We will~"""'"···· the defini-
tion of the element~~ later.) We will use this subspace Hj(J\.:f)constr instead H_}.(M). 
208 
The Beilinson-Bloch conjecture 
tural. Furthermore let 
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X 
, but this is still conjec~ 
+ 2)) 
be the etale cohomology and vre choose a Gal(Q/Q)-stable lattice 
and are realizations of the motive Jllf* . ·we consider the Beili:nson's 
map 
and the Soule's £-adic regulator map 
where m is an ideal. divisible the conductor of extension and the conductor 
E. In thhJ case, we will formulate G' number 
conjecture. vVe define the fundam.ental 
E 
Then Po:1 an 
S(M). 
the Beilinson's as follovvs. 
Theorem lfJ.l (Deninger 
For this case, the is 
,. 
ror [' ' ll] ljm._, =0. 
Assuming the weak Leopoldt isomorphism 
Now we formulate the weak version of Tamagawa number ', ... t.111"~" for the 
multiplication by Heeke character cp = 'P E associated to an elliptic curve with 
over an imaginary 
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For any £ we have 
. .A'!9c o (L* [ 1 1 . ol r:r·' ) .~.;m,.,. t . 
We denote by I<(m) the ray class field modulo m of J(. main result is the 
Theo:rem !'t4 £ f 13[R(m) and e 
splits inK. 
)/m£], 
as a lattice in 
Tl11s 1s a e OI result. In we can generalize this result to 
Heeke character wi.th infinite type b), where a, b 2:: 
Remark 6.5, 
L By a number 
for the case that F = K(m). So we will consider 
2. If we assume the 
we can prove the weak version of the 
§ 7. Computations on the 
over f( Vlith vV''·'·~f~"'"'"' >.WLU<.>.!.J:.''"''"''"'" 
ideal m of 
character of Gm we consider a Heeke character 
<fJx = X<fJE 
[7]). 






with conductor f, where <p E is the gri)ssencharacter associated with E. Vve fix an 
' ., . 1somorpmsm 
(EI) 
such that o:w for any Lv E (E, n_k,) and an To of K(m) in C 
such that j(E') j Then E'(C)""' where r = DOK for some f2 E C. Let 
Pt E be an idele with the ideal f. By the of complex multiplication, there 
exists an element ft E J(X satisfying that the two properties: 
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l. 
2. For any fractional ideal a c K and any analytic isomorphism : CC/a-+ , the 
diagram commutes: 
where is the maximal abelian extension of K. 
Then we del1ne a divisor 
:= ( 
For a choice of a square root of the discriminant 
IS = (id, .Jd;;:) : E' --+ 
' l t . .,,7·+1 _ fi'IT ·-·E' ana e . pr . b - .u x F -+ be the 
Deninger constructed the Eisenstein symbol 
: Q[E' 
and the Kronecker map 
tflJ(?r _L 
''\!!.. ~. I 




K, we consider the map 
Put N= 
, Q(2r + 2)) 
,Q(r+ 
,Ql(r+ 
Now we need the result on the of motivic element under the regulator map. Let 
Poo: HJvt 
be the Beilinson's regulator map. 
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Theore:rn 7.1 (Derringer, [8][(2J.l)]). Let the notations as above" Then 
Poo 0 (f(3)) = 
_ 0 r-1 7\rs:r"'(·m) 
( ) r-1~ lVJ'l!\ r) 
= --1 (2r + l)!<P(f) rpx\Pf ' 
X !, as in 
For any ideal f [111 we defin"~ the element 
Tf2 in the motivic n. Jvl + From the that the class 
number of K is one, we have 
the theorem, we have 
Pco 
Since 
D t -l(Hl 
"'" e 'A . 1 f 
we have 
--1 
where -l is the of the dueJ basis of 
§ ~L Elliptic units 
vVe will use units to describe the of L-values under the E-adie 
n'lap. Here we review some fundamental facts on elliptic units. For details, see de Shalit's 
book [Chapter 2]. Let L = +Z·I•J2 be a lattice in <C with a basis (1.c11, w2) 
Im(u.;l/vJ2 ) > 0. The Dedekind eta function is '-'-'v'"'·~·'--' 
00 
= e "1i;· IJ(l- q.,- := 
n=l 
and we write 
= 
This function depends on the choice of basis but the discriminant function 
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does not on the choice. We define a theta function 
= ll (1-
n=l 
For any pair of lattices L c,::; L/ of index with bases cv = (wb and 
Im(cvl/cv2 ) > 0 and > 0, it is shown 
choice of 12-th root of so 
that the functicmB 




on the lattices 
tx: L) and p is the Weierstrass 
satisfies the distribution relation 
K, 
for any lattice L c,::; J( so that K n 
of 
scheme theoretic context. 
Lemma 8.1 [19] 
base sche?Tte S and c. : E ---+ E an. S 
that 
2. For any 
ExsS' ---+ E and c1 is the base 




=Land where K' =I<+ and ti E K are a set 
function on the elliptic curve 
Robert's result in a 
Let E/S be an curve over a 
E r(E\ 
we have g'E(c8E;s) 
of c. 
to 6. Then there is a 
c' eE' Is' where gE E' 
to deg(c) have b*(c8E;s) = c'eE' ;s 
where b* is the norm map associated to the finite E\ ker(c) ---+ 
E'\ . Here c1 is E 1 ---+ E 1 /b(ker(c)) . 
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4. For S = E = C/L and c: CjL---+ CjL lattices L ~ L we have 
L). 
Let K be an quadratic field. For any ideal f #- 1 and any 





CL In the group ring 
f E , l l 
nurnbers aZf 
f divisible by primes p f- q 
f= for so1ne p. 
= 1 with Artin 
Fo'!' a ideal p one has 
The relations in 2 of above lemma show the 
the element N a -- cr a becomes invertible and 
{vlf} 
is independent choice of a. 




In this section, we the of the element ~f under t-adic regulator map. 
Write J·(g = 1{ 0 = Uqg Kr and from now on, we fix a prime [of dividing f. For 
an ideal m of (') K, we set 
m= 
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To the image under the C-acHe regulator map, we use the C-adic realization 
the elliptic polylogarithm. Here we give a brief review result Kings . Let E be 
an elliptic curve over a base scheme T. Denote 
Put U = E\e j where e is the zero section. Let 
on U (lisse on U). For a.ny divisor 
1r : E -+ T the structural morphism. 
be the polyl.ogarithm sheaf 




:= HomT(R17T*Ql;:, and crm, prt are suitable For an ideal 
== 1, consider : E -+ E any of degree N a. Kings gave an 
"'"·""'''"";..,,--,,-, of the £-adic Eisem;tein class associated tJ the units. 
Now we assume (£, = 1. 
Theorem 9.1 (Kings [20][Theorem 4.2.9]). 
any nt > 0, the 1!.-adic Eisenstein class 
Na( -- 1) 
1 (a ) nt 
k-.1 
tEE[iV)(T)\e 
Let the notation be a.s For 
is the 
The 
map Pet,£ and 
the relation betv'leen the image of e.M (/3) under £-adic 
Eisenstein class associa.ted to 
Theorem 9.2 (Kings [Theorem 1.2.5]), For a. divisor· 
f3= E Q[E[N](T)\e], 
tEE[N](T)\e 
we have that 
(fM(fJ)) = -N2m 
From these theorems, we the corollary. 
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Corollary 9.3. 
0 
For a divisor as in Theorem we have that 
({3)) = 1 
m!Na([a]Na- 1) 
~-~"' 
nt L . .i aeE/T 
[€"]t,,=t 
We apply this result for the case fJ = N = , rn = 2-r + 1, T = 
and ·- 0 Nmv there is a commutative 












0 [ l ] K .me 





·- (2;:-+ l)!JV.o.(cpx(a).P:!a-- 1) 
>< 0 
B:rl Pet,r: f 
a 8 E/Spec 0 g [1/mf] 
where 
--+ 
of the £-adic regulator nmp. From now on, vve denote 
n 
From Corollary 9.3 and a on the action of the Frobenius endomor-
phism, one can get an 
map. 
Theorem 9,4, Setting = #{nE 
of ~f the C-adic regulator 
I u = 1 mod f}, we have that 
Nf2r+l 
( t ) Wf- r· -( ')l'r r) '(Tr ) exPet,f q =± (2r+l)! \1-·~0x I vtJ u. K(l"f)/K(f)Yrnf n 
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in the where 
where Sn is a -th root t== 
To prove the Tamagawa nmnber conjecture, we need to compute the 
of £-values in the vU.UC.'Ul<YlV 
then 
Artin-Verdier we have 
and 
with compact support. For we define 
\ ) , [-3], 
\\# }} 
lemma and 
and = 0 if i ::/:- 1, 2. Assuming the weak Leopoldt the £-adic 
map induces the 
3(A1Vr)# 0 Qe ~ Det::;:; 
Ae (Hl 
w},ere the map ( *) is 
comes fro:m the difference of 
, we have the 
( -1) 
(1 - -l # which 
Using Theorem 9A and the relation Pet,t = 
result for the image of £-value. 
Theorem 9.5., the weak Leopoldt conjecture for The x.-part of 
-l )# is given by 
-1 ( 
- ® J!n@ 
where (en = e21ri/ .e'" and To is the embedding into C as in 7. 
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§ 10. The basis of integr·al lattices 
We recail the equivariant main conjecture imaginary fields which is 
formulated [16]. Put 
where is the torsion subgroup of Gmfi.c" Then A is a finite product of 
n 
ring. A is 
a rank one free 
1r = ~H0 (Spec 
n 
, 'JI')' 
Then = 0 for i of= 1, 2 and there is a canonical 
)s:! 
and a short exact sequence 
_, H2 
where 
P~lm€} := ~Pic(OK(m£") 













We recall that 
Let rn 0 be the 
units discussed in section 8 form a norm compatible system. 
of m. 'vVe consider as a subfield of <C denote 
the corresponding archirnedean 
where uZf is the elliptic unit defined 




We fix an embedding QR-+ ([and identify G with the set of Q,e-valued characters. The 
total of fractions 
of A is a product of fields indexed for any 
place of}(, the ) is induced from the module 23 on the 
group D.w s;;; Gmen, For w = oo we have [Gmen ; Dw] = : f{], 
and for non-archimedean place w the index : Dw] is bounded as n -! CX:), Then 
one can shmv 
,. 
Clllll(,;t ( ?jJ) =1 
f()r all characters Note that the inclusion becomes an iso-
after tensoring with and th.at 
Det;::;7"'·' 
'-"<i\'1'} 
where e,;, is the pro]'cct;or associated to cq;. Hence we a 
L:= 
" or 
There is an 
of 
Rema:rk U1.2. analogous to [11] [Theorem 5.2] one can show 
that the equivariant main conjecture for imaginary fields for primes .e satis-
fying that .e splits in K and e t , which is implied [Theorem 
4.1]. 
To prove Theorem 6A, we need to show that the identity in the equivariant main 
descends to 
0 
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in DetiQie[Gm]Ll'P ® For this purpose, we introduce the twisting lemma for 
this case. 
Nov; Te( -1)* is a 
factors through a character 
2i.e-lattice in . The action of on Te( -1)* 
X 
and we also denote "' :A~ the corresponding homomorphism. Let (en)n>o 
be a of Te with the uniformization E(C) ~ C/ frOOK. 
Lenuna 10.3. There is a nat·ural 
[1/m£], Te( -1)* [-3] = 
T'he an element 
'l . l= El,imH1 
,--
'11, 
underr the indttced 





under the =Me( -1) is 
u 
Let R be a direct factor of Ae v.rhich is a field, q the kernel of the Inap K, ; A ~ 
Ac -;. R and the localization of A at q. Then L: is a basis of . Denote 
£@ 1 the of £ under the determinant 
Te(-1)*)*[--3] 
of the isomorphism Lemma 10.3 (a) 
The following theorem the im.age of £ in the lattice Det21e Ll'Px ( K (rn)). 
Theorem 10,4. Ass·ume the weak M£. Then the 
the image of .C ® 1 tmder 
DetAeRr 
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is given by 
Proof of 'l'heo:ren1. 6A 
Assuming the ""'.n'"'''"'- main conjecture, one can show- that £ 0 1 is a basis of 
the previous descent argument, we proved 
0 (I ,,, 
' 
by Theorem 9.5 and Theorem 10.4. This completes the of Theoren1 6.4. 0 
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